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Board of Directors
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Jones River
Watershed Association

Jones River Landing
Environmental Heritage Center

Elected by the Membership (2-year terms)

Appointed by JRWA Board (indefinite term)

David Rose – President & Director, 2012
Alan Alexis – Vice President & Director, 2012
Wendell Chamberlain – Treasurer & Director, 2013
Philemon Walters – Director through 2012
Peter Baird – Director through 2012
Wendell Cerne – Director through 2012
Rick Stetson – Director through 2013
Leslie-Ann McGee – Director through 2012
Robert Weber – Director through 2013

Pine duBois – President (Kingston)
Wendell Cerne – Clerk (Duxbury)
Bruce Skerritt – Treasurer (Kingston)
Alex Mansfield – Ecology Director (Marshfield)
Peter Arenstam – Boatshop Director (Plymouth)
Amy Belmore – Director at Large (Kingston)
Doug Gray – Director at Large (Plymouth)
Robert Yorke – Director at Large (Scituate)
Reuben Smith – Advisory Member &
Former Boatshop Director (Lake George, NY)

JRWA & Landing Staff
Pine duBois – Executive Director, JRWA
Alex Mansfield – Ecology Program Director, JRWA
Peter Donohoe – Volunteer & Outreach Coordinator, JRL
Petra Reitz – Event Coordination & General Assistance, JRL
Iris Gallagher – Graphic & Web Design, JRWA & JRL

Contributors to this Report
Pine duBois – Author, Editor
David Rose – Author, Editor
Alex Mansfield – Author, Editor
Peter Arenstam – Author
Iris Gallagher – Editor, Design & Formatting
Jones River Landing — credit: Marie Pillsbury
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Executive Summary
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
We are into our next twenty-five years, and perhaps the most challenging of those are immediately in front of
us, as we begin to plan on adapting to sea-level rise and a radically changed coastal environment. Our eyes
are wide open, as we have watched and learned and prepared to “acclimate.”
We are well on our way to a restored Jones River, as broadly acknowledged water quality improvements since
the Kingston town sewer, Duxbury’s similar improvements, and Plymouth’s retreat to highland wastewater
discharge, have improved the overall habitat health of the bays. Boats must pump out for treatment rather
than dump overboard, and those fabulous oysters and other shellfish that are filter feeders are on the rebound
and assisting with the clarity of the water. We are also removing the obstacles to fish passage (Un-Dam-It!)
and making room for salt marsh migration up Tussock Brook by setting up for tide gate removal. We have
one of the most significant regional efforts going now to restore fish passage to Silver Lake, leaving one dam
obstruction still to be addressed at Elm Street, which we have begun to challenge.
Our focus turned outward to Cape Cod Bay in 2012 out of necessity. Our fish
are dying at sea, and not only because of over-fishing from large pair
trawlers, which we have joined allied forces to correct—but due to
the cooling water intake at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.
We’ve spent all year organizing with the Pilgrim Coalition and
launching the Cape Cod Bay Watch Campaign to insist that
regulators and the NRC take a closer look and actually make
the Entergy Company comply with laws in place to protect
public health and environmental quality. The re-licensing of
the power station for an additional twenty years, and new plans
to store nuclear waste on-site for hundreds of years, brings our
cause into sharper focus. Most of the Pilgrim facility is based on the
sandy shores of Manomet Point at an elevation of only 20 feet above mean
sea level. This is well within harms way as the seas are predicted to rise and storms are expected to surge well
beyond that level. We don’t have to imagine what happens to a nuclear plant inundated with seawater—
we’ve seen it. “It’s our environment, stupid!” should be ringing from the church bells!
We are continuing to build boats in the restored Shiverick shop and have added important tools to our
inventory. Our goal is many boats and the skilled sailors to use them within the Landing Ark, and to do so we
plan to bring more routine staffing to the maritime program development. Our work with the schools is
inspiring as the Bay Farm Montessori kids are back building another pram, and the Silver Lake High School
Environment Club is bolstered and engaged in Jones River work, as well as organic cranberry farming—a
Cranberry Revolution! We are working with the Town and DEP on water quality testing in the river, and
other state and federal agencies on restoration initiatives detailed within.
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But we have to address the sea-rise and climate change puzzle, and capitalize on our ability to move forward
into a well-thought-out and planned future. We know our bay is warming and the species that visit and
reside here are shifting. Our task is to build up, on solid foundation, and work harder at understanding the
world as it changes, because it is changing so fast. We will continue to be what our members create here, as
our maritime culture continues, our music develops, and our heritage is enriched by the participation and
talents of our volunteers and members. Salute!

Message from the President
David Rose
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
I have a tendency—one I suspect many others share—to think of JRWA as a purely local organization. After
all, it’s named for a river that is entirely contained within Kingston and a watershed that spans just a few
adjoining communities. Its membership is overwhelmingly drawn from those few South Shore towns, and a
central part of its mission is the protection of local resources, be they natural, cultural, or historic.
This year, however, I am moved to consider the JRWA—its mission, the challenges it faces, and its
accomplishments over the course of the past year—from a decidedly global vantage point.
The reasons for this change in perspective are partly personal. I write this message from the cabin of an
Airbus A380 that is hurtling toward Australia, where I plan to spend the next two years. As you may have
heard, that continent is burning right now, beset by catastrophic bush fires borne of record high
temperatures. Indeed, the Bureau of Meteorology there recently added two colors to its weather maps (dark
purple and magenta, for those keeping track) to represent temperatures as high as 129°F.
Australia is not alone, of course; 2012 was a year of extreme weather worldwide. From severe winter
temperatures in Europe to record drought in Brazil to “Superstorm” Sandy in the US, the weather in 2012
may spur a turning point in public recognition of global climate change as a real phenomenon that has real
consequences. It also provides context for supporters and members of JRWA, reminding us of the vital
importance of the work we do locally to protect and restore natural resources.
Photos: Australian Bureau of Meteorology (left) / Brendon Thorne/Getty Images (middle) / Wanneroo Fire Support Brigade (right)
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Other aspects of our work are also informed by global events. In 2012, we worked hard as a member of the
Pilgrim Coalition to force change or closure of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant. While our primary
motivation was and is environmental—the plant currently draws 500 million gallons of water a day from
Cape Cod Bay, heating the bay and trapping and killing fish, plankton, and other marine organisms—we are
ever mindful of the meltdown at Fukushima and its aftermath, and of the absolute necessity of preventing a
similar disaster here.
I encourage you, too, to view JRWA and its work through the lens of challenges facing the world as a whole.
The power of this perspective is in the realization that global problems, which often seem insurmountable,
can be addressed and overcome by collective local action. That is the nature of the work we do every day at
JRWA, and we invite you to join us.

Pine duBois, Director

Message from the Executive Director
Pine duBois
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
Last year marked JRWA’s twenty-fifth anniversary. Where will we be, and what will things be like in the next
twenty-five? Let’s see—that will be 2037, and I will be almost as old as my mother—if only I would have her
grace and style! In 25 years, I foresee:
• An Un-Dam’ed Jones River and more fish than we can now imagine, swimming freely as a result of our
efforts all the way to Silver Lake and back—and more water. We will have created an abundance of change—
this one, not so bad—but those fish will be different than the ones we have known for the past 400 years.
• A fairly well inundated Jones River Landing—meaning that by then, in fact before the next decade, we
need to raise-up the buildings by about ten feet! —but, we can do that!
• Plymouth and Duxbury beaches… more like Islands. Sorry! I really am. I love those beaches, but unless
we find the public will to build them up—like the few hundred square feet of Landing foundations we will be
building—those barrier beaches will be history.
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• Reality check: Pilgrim Station. It is an Inconvenient Truth that Pilgrim is on LOW LAND. Time to shut the
plant and secure the waste. Time is running out, and it is no joke that nuclear “spent fuel” has the potential
to harm us and everything for tens of thousands of years. Generations upon generations of all life can be
harmed by our decisions today, not just 25 years from now.
• Kingston will be different. So will the surrounding towns. Imagine the sea quite a bit higher than today.
The latest estimates are that the east coast waters will be “several meters higher within ten years”—possibly
in ONE year as a result of Arctic ice melt. This is not an argument—it is impending, irreversible, and it is
time to get ready. Action is important NOW!
My crystal ball is cloudy and hard to read. Some things I can count on: Change. Drama. Calamity.
Challenge. Adaptation is essential to life. Vigilance is important to survival. Action is required to be here
and helpful in twenty-five years. I hope you will be here too, and can help us be ready. During 2013, we will
be advancing the discussion of what is important and how to respond. Come join us, it is a challenge we all
need to meet. Ready, Set, Action! Successful Solutions in 2013!

Jones River Herring

Ecology Program
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
For the JRWA Ecology Program, 2012 was a year of MOMENTUM. We carried a huge amount of it coming
out of 2011 with the enormously successful removal of Wapping Road Dam. The best thing about
momentum is that it is easy to build upon. Once something is already rolling, every incremental bit of added
energy increases the momentum toward achievement. We came into 2012 rolling strong and left it with even
more positive force. Here are some of our energies that both capitalized on, and added to, our momentum.

Forge Pond Dam

(aka “Un-Dam-It!” Part II) … This is the river obstruction we’ve had our

sights set on all along. But first we had to take care of a few things, like the Wapping Road dam. Now that
fish can get past Wapping Road, they have potential to reach the doorstep of Silver Lake. Unfortunately the
door is locked. Forge Pond dam and Forge Pond itself prevent fish from reaching 640 acres of prime and
historic spawning habitat. Compared to Wapping Road dam, Forge Pond dam is a complicated problem.
Owned by the City of Brockton and still serving a functional purpose for water management, the site will
require some serious planning in order to provide reasonable fish passage options. But with momentum
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
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comes strength. Here that strength comes in the form of partnerships, credibility, and attention. Our
Wapping Road partners (DER, MarineFisheries, Town of Kingston, NOAA, and others) are with us still.
And our funders—NOAA, MET, Sheehan Family, and now Patagonia—continue to provide much needed
financial support to tackle the challenges.
In 2012, we worked through a very competitive bidding process and finally selected the engineering firm
Gomez & Sullivan to conduct the Feasibility Study. They have done an excellent job on similar projects
throughout New England and have worked closely with our partner Brad Chase from MarineFisheries. They
completed the draft study report in late 2012 and will be submitting the final report by February 2013. With
that component complete and new funding already in place, we will be moving directly into the design stages
of the restoration plan this year.

Wapping Road (Un-)Dam …

We still find ourselves
referring to Wapping Road dam in the present tense: “I’ll meet you at the
dam”... “I just stopped by the dam”…etc. We need to start thinking of it
in the past tense—that dam is history. The removal and restoration
work was conducted in 2011 but elements of the project continue on
today. An extremely mild 2011/2012 winter and dry spring kept the
flows low. While diminished flows created other environmental
problems, it was a bonus for this restoration project. The bank gradings and
on-site plantings were given extra time to stabilize without being exposed to
elevated flows. Our neighbors and on-site partners, the Teutens, continue to be advocates
for river restoration by sending us weekly wildlife updates and hosting many groups that
are working towards similar goals and want a firsthand look at our success. JRWA and
DER continued stream flow monitoring at the site throughout the year. In 2013 we will be
finalizing the historic outreach components of the project, and fixing a plaque as a
monument to the Triphammer site. Maybe then we’ll remember: that dam is gone!
The

The site
formerly
known as
‘Wapping
Road Dam'

Elm Street Dam

is many things. It is a relic, an obstacle to fish
passage, and it is a huge expense and liability to the town, which adopted
ownership. There are also many things that it isn’t—it isn’t in good
condition, it isn’t needed for anything, and it isn’t going to last
forever. The Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(DOT) decided to replace the Elm Street Bridge this year.
Although it would be extremely cost effective and efficient to
remove the dam at the same time, that was not within the ‘box’ of
DOT’s thinking. This was mostly because of the urgency they
believed necessary to replace the bridge. For them it was critical to
complete the bridge replacement by the end of 2012 and that didn’t
allow for the additional time of planning and permitting a dam removal.
This urgency even justified construction work during the herring and smelt
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spawning run. The regulatory agencies understood the sense of urgency and allowed the work—something
that is generally not done since the impact on the biological resources has been well documented.

Left: Joel Munier 'sky fishes' a camera over Elm Street Dam / Right: A balloon's eye view of the impoundment
behind Elm Street Dam / Below: DER's Alex Hackman checks sediment depths in the Elm Street impoundment

If you tried to participate in our annual Herring Count, you know that there was significant impact, (and we
greatly appreciate your patience!) And if you drove down Elm Street in 2012, you also know that (A) they
didn’t work on the project all summer, and (B) they didn’t finish by the end of the year. Apparently the
urgency was overstated, as utility companies spent all summer re-routing lines. This resulted in a change in
the approach to the construction—more steel pile driving, which is not cheaper! As we move into 2013 we
all need to realize that there is urgency here—urgency to remove Elm Street Dam. Urgency to fully restore
the fish run before the river herring are diminished further, urgency to save the taxpayers of Kingston
significant maintenance costs, and urgency to move beyond short-sighted thinking.
Throughout 2012, JRWA was proactive in planning
for options at Elm Street. We met several times with
the Water Department and other abutters to discuss
options and impacts. We worked with DER in
January 2012 to conduct a sediment probing study.
This gave us preliminary information about the
amount of sediment behind the dam as well as
estimates of the natural channel location. In March,
with the help of some volunteers, we conducted an
innovative aerial photography survey. Using a small
camera suspended from a bundle of helium balloons
at the end of fishing rod we went “sky fishing.”
Despite the windy day we were able to get some excellent overview images of the Elm Street impoundment at
a much higher resolution than available from traditional overflights. We were preparing to perform further
work when the DOT proposed pond drawdown in July and August to install bridge supports—but that never
happened as a result of the time spent on utility poles. It is time to reorder our community priorities!
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Tussock Brook & Stony Brook …

The big,
main stem, dam projects that we’ve been working on tend to
get a lot of the attention. But we have also been working
lower down in the watershed in some lesser-known
areas. The Stony Brook and Tussock Brook complex is
in the tidal portion of the river right outside the
Landing. Stony Brook crosses under Landing Road
and provides a property boundary for the Landing,
and Tussock Brook branches off of Stony to pass
under Route 3. Both Brooks are tidal and each has
approximately 20 acres of undeveloped wetland
surrounding them. They each are significantly degraded by
human impacts, yet they each have some of the highest
potential for restoration in the region, especially in context of
impending sea level rise.
In 2011, the Massachusetts Bays Program funded us to develop a Restoration Plan for these systems. The
plan was completed and released in 2012 and guides our restoration work there. If you are interested in the
plan, you can find it on the Ecology section of our website. One of the key parts of that plan is the approach
to the tide gate that is on Tussock Brook under Route 3. We received funding from the Massachusetts
Environmental Trust (MET) under our “Tide Is On Our Side”
program to tackle the tide gate and worked throughout 2012
towards that goal. This turned out to be another
partner-building program. We found ourselves
neck-deep in the marshes of Tussock Brook all
year with phenomenal partners from DER, CZM,
DEP, Kingston, and Duxbury. MA DOT has
also become a partner and is taking an active
role in addressing long-term, sustainable
restoration solution at the site.
Along with our focus on the tide gate comes a
focus on water quality. Fortunately this is also a
priority for Kingston, Duxbury, and DEP.
Throughout 2011 and 2012 we worked with these
partners on designing and conducting water quality sampling
programs. The estuarine area is a priority in terms of working
towards a goal of opening shellfish beds and improving recreational opportunities. Through a screening and
prioritization approach we’ve identified that Tussock Brook has some of the highest bacteria counts in the
area. Multiple testing rounds are allowing us to zero in on the sources, although we haven’t fully identified
them yet. Certainly improving flushing through removal of the tide gate will help, but source control is the
ultimate key to improving conditions.
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Tri-Basin Restoration Initiative …

All of the projects described above are critical to the
restoration of the Jones River Watershed. But a watershed is just a way to define a discreet piece of the overall
environment. Environmental issues are often larger than a watershed, especially when humans are involved.
So sometimes the solutions have to be larger than a single watershed and larger than a single Watershed
Association. Water supply manipulations by the City of Brockton reach well beyond their city boundaries
impacting the Jones River, the North River, Monponsett Ponds, the Taunton River and more. We’ve always
known we would have to address the adjacent pieces in order to address the impacts to our piece of this
puzzle. This is why JRWA has worked with our sister organizations and developed the Watershed Action
Alliance back in 2000.
In late 2012 we broke new ground by
collaborating with adjacent groups on
big picture solutions. DEP is offering
funding for natural resource planning
and
management
under
their
Sustainable
Water
Management
Initiative. This funding is strictly for
municipalities so JRWA is not eligible
to apply. Still, we saw it as a critical
opportunity to tackle some of our top
issues. We were able to collaborate with
the newly formed Monponsett
Watershed Association, the Town of
Smelt in the Jones wishing there wasn't a dam in their way
Halifax, as well as the City of Brockton,
which has supported the studies to pass fish into Silver Lake. As a group we put together two (Halifax &
Brockton) cooperative proposals that would address a wide range of interconnected ecological issues,
including: Monponsett Pond water quality, flow to Stump Brook (Halifax), flow at Herring Brook
(Pembroke), water level manipulations in Silver Lake, flow to the Jones River, and others. If funded, these
projects will identify large scale, comprehensive solutions that work for all of the interconnected interests of
water supplies, healthy recreation and fisheries restoration.
In 2012, River Herring continued to be a JRWA focus. Recognition of their plight also gained
significant regional momentum in 2012. The statewide moratorium on the take of river herring was allowed
to expire at the end of 2011, but this was intentionally done so that an interstate managed moratorium would
kick-in. On January 1, 2012, the National Marine Fisheries Amendment 2 to the Shad and River Herring
Fisheries Management Plan prohibited (with few exceptions) the harvest of river herring along the east coast.
In May 2012, the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Council (ASMFC) released a River Herring benchmark
assessment indicating that the stock is depleted. Contributing to this assessment were data collected
throughout the state, including the Jones River. River herring, menhaden, and groundfish were the focus of
several state, regional, and federal rule changes. JRWA was an active partner with the Herring Alliance and
other advocates for these positive changes.
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Your volunteer efforts matter! We continued our Herring Count program in 2012 despite the significant
challenges presented by the Elm Street Bridge reconstruction. Our volunteers went to great lengths to follow
lengthy detours, climb over debris, ascend rickety steps, and jump across creeks just to conduct a count—it
really gives you a first-hand perspective and respect for the man-made challenges herring deal with in their
environment. Unfortunately after several years of increasing counts, 2012 showed a weak run. It is difficult
to determine if this was truly the result of diminished population, negative impacts of the construction (silty
water and noise), or simply missed counts due to the restricted access. We are very much looking forward to
observing the 2013 run and continuing to support the regional efforts to restore this key species.

Ecology Program’s Role in Regional Advocacy …

The Ecology Program at
JRWA is like ecology itself: an interconnection of many diverse actions and activities. Although the projects
above are described in discreet paragraphs they are actually intermingled and connected. Over the course of
a year, many, many other activities help fortify those connections. In 2012, JRWA provided expert testimony
in legal battles related to two major energy producers that threaten the essential water uses of our region.
Advanced Energy (part of convoluted layering of larger companies) has been reaching into their deep pockets
for several years in attempt to build a large gas-fired power plant in Brockton. This plant would not only
threaten the health and safety of local residents but also proposed to extract millions of gallons of drinking
water from the already overstressed Silver Lake. For decades JRWA has challenged Brockton’s overuse of this
resource. In this case we battled on the side of the City to protect against this egregious plan that puts
shortsighted profits ahead of long-term public health. We won our cases in 2012, successfully halting the
project (for now). This cooperation with Brockton was in keeping with our Tri-Basin Initiative (above) and
helped foster our new relationship with the City as an ally rather than combatant.

Watershed Action Alliance

of Southeastern Massachusetts (WAA) continues with its effort to
bring collaboration to the restoration of herring runs and removal of dams. With support from the Sheehan
Family Foundation and Island Foundation, this group of eleven watershed groups upheld the interests of the
region for the restoration of sustainable flows in coastal streams of southeastern Massachusetts to support
migrating fish spawning and native habitats. Our work involved participating in the SWMI process—that is
the Sustainable Watershed Management Initiative, a process by the state DEP to revise its policies to conform
to court order to address the issue of “Safe Yield.” While this issue has been on-going since inception of the
Water Management Act in 1986—without getting too obtuse, let us just say, state policy is still trying to
define how to exploit available water resources without destroying everything else that depends on flowing
water—especially in rivers.
WAA and JRWA have been directly involved throughout the last year, and with our other allies in the Mass
River Alliance (39 groups of river advocates) we uphold the interests of the natural environment and pursue
science that will allow for the restoration of native and migrating fish species. This year too, WAA acted, with
support of its funders, to replace our out-going coordinator with Jill Buchannan, who is committed to
helping the collaborative to improve our educational outreach on fisheries and dam removal. It is with great
sadness and enormous gratitude that we recognize the passing of our dear friend Bob Davis of the Taunton
River Watershed Alliance—a founder of WAA, an employee of the Army Corps of Engineers, and a spirited
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advocate of “keeping the eco-faith.” We miss Bob, and will dedicate our next year to his memory as we
restore the Tri-Basins that brought us together in the first place. Peace-on Bob!

Overlooking Pilgrim
Nuclear Power Station

Advocacy: Environmental Safety
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Mosquito Control …

Mosquitoes were back, and so was aerial spraying and all the consternation
that it brings. We do not believe aerial spraying with toxic poisons will protect human health; nor are we fans
of pesticide applications in catch basins that drain to the river and bay. We think both are counterproductive,
and a waste of economic and natural resources. The same hormone disrupters that interfere with mosquito
development interfere with lobster development. These poisons, which are targeted to kill mosquitoes flying
at night, also kill other important (pollinating) flying insects, and can cause damage to aquatic species as it
accumulates in the river.
We believe widespread pesticide applications can wreak havoc and
compounds environmental problems. Birds spread north and west,
incubating greater areas with EEE. Evolution of pesticide tolerance
in mosquitoes is a real probability. Damage to usual species
productivity is diminished, meaning fewer amphibians, fewer midaerobatic species like dragonflies and moths, and false security in
human populations, such that the goal of the spraying is not achieved
at all.
There is a lot we can and should do to diminish the manufactured
habitats that encourage mosquito success. We should be doing these
things routinely: monitoring all pooling places in pots, tarps, pools
and debris; monitoring and dealing with breeding catch basins and
drainage areas; and getting fish and eels back to areas where they can
feast on mosquito larvae. Now that would be a lot of fun, and would
outdo pesticides in efficiency and long-lasting economy.
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The Cape Cod Bay Watch Campaign was launched in
February 2012 by the collaboration of the non-profit Project for Energy
Accountability and Jones River Watershed Association. Our immediate
issues focus on the nuclear power station impacts on Jones River
fisheries, the health of the marine environment, endangered whales,
turtles and birds, thermal heat loading in the bay, and on climate change and
what that really means for us. We launched our research effort in January, in
anticipation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission relicensing of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in June.
By February, we were writing letters to the National Marine Fisheries Service to determine their level of
involvement and compliance with requirements under the Endangered Species Act to consult with the NRC
on impacts from Pilgrim operations on the Right whales, Kemp Ridley turtles, Atlantic sturgeon and Essential
Fish Habitats, and others. We also contacted the US Fish & Wildlife Service regarding bogus assessments of
the Roseate Tern. These activities brought us in close working relationship with several outstanding lawyers
and experts in the fields of protection of marine mammals and the terns. It has been a remarkable (and
exhausting) process that has been educational and eye opening. The natural ecology, marine habitats and
ecosystem functions of Cape Cod Bay are enormously rich and important, and critical to the continuing
productivity of the globally significant Gulf of Maine fisheries. In addition to NMFS, CZM, EPA, USFWS, we
also wrote complaints to the NRC and the Atomic Energy Relicensing Board (ASLB), and worked to educate
our legislators and congressional delegation on the issues.
We knew that Pilgrim’s federal Clean Water Act (CWA) permit (NPDES) expired in 1996. From our
research we learned that Entergy had not been following the administratively extended permit, in a big way.
We documented 33,000 violations of the extended permit since 1996. On October 5, 2012, three local
individuals, Pine included, filed a Notice of Intent to sue EPA and Entergy for failures under the CWA. We
estimated the penalties those violations could bring under the Act to be in excess of $800 million. EPA
responded that it would (finally) issue an updated draft permit by December 2013. The EPA permit issuance
is a public process, and YOU will be able to be involved. So, sharpen those thoughts!
We also spent a considerable amount of time during the spring and summer providing educational programs
on Pilgrim and the impacts of once through cooling—telling others what we were learning from our research.
We held sessions both at Plimoth Plantation and at the Landing, and made multiple trips to Boston to visit
with legislators and our congressional delegation as well as to meetings with DEP, CZM, and EPA. We also
attended hearings at the ASLB, and weighed in on the spent fuel issue, as well as helped to organize and
attend several demonstrations from the March 11 memorial walk to the Thanksgiving stand-out at the
CCBW office. We also made good effort with the media, initiating a series of articles for newspapers as well
as stories on local and national radio. The high note was hearing our inspired Attorney and dedicated
advocate Meg Sheehan on NPR’s “Living on Earth” series.
The Cape Cod Bay Watch Campaign has been funded by a few very generous private donors, the Project for
Energy Accountability and the Island Foundation. In September we opened our store front office, located at
58C Court Street in Plymouth with a full-time coordinator and several dedicated volunteers for public
outreach to the town of Plymouth, as well as other individuals and organizations that work near and have an
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interest in the Bay. The difficulties of challenging the destructive practices of this multi-billion dollar
industry cannot be underestimated. However, the destruction of critical resources in Cape Cod Bay is so real
and so impending with predictable disaster, that we must and will find ways to continue the work to have
Pilgrim upgrade its facilities to the “Best Available Technology” or shut down.
The impacts of Entergy’s sucking over
half a billion gallons a day of bay water
laden with marine life is, by itself, enough
reason to stop using this electrical
generating station. Pilgrim is ridiculously
inefficient, producing 66% waste heat
(discharged to the bay), polluted with
damaging nutrients, chemical compounds and radionuclides. There are far better, safer, and smarter ways to
boil water and generate energy. Risking the health of the entire region is none of those. Please join this
effort—find all our letters and materials, as well as petitions to the Governor and other public officials online
at: WWW.CAPECODBAYWATCH.ORG. And consider wearing our bumper sticker (above)!
JRWA also joined the Pilgrim Coalition, a group of individuals and, now, 22 organizations
dedicated to raising the awareness of, and reducing, the significant risks to public safety due to the continued
operations of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station. JRWA provides fiscal agency for PC, as well as occasional
meeting space at Jones River Landing, which is a mere 8 miles from Pilgrim. While the Cape Cod Bay Watch
is concerned with protecting the species and health of the marine environment, PC is concerned with all
those troublesome land issues: evacuation planning, highly radioactive spent fuel storage, radiation releases to
the land environment, and immediate and long-term planning for the operations and retirement of the
facility. JRWA recognizes that all of the work we do to protect and restore the environment can be laid to
waste in the blink of an eye by a mishap at the Power Station. We do not believe that all hazards are created
equal, nor do we believe that any risk is worth any cost. In the case of Pilgrim our analysis is this:
• Pilgrim is a Mark I boiling water nuclear reactor that was considered unsafe by the government and
industry when it was constructed forty years ago. It is the same design as the reactors that melted down in
Japan in 2011.
• Pilgrim’s on-site spent fuel pool exceeds the loading of its design by 4X, equivalent to storing many
nuclear bombs on site. A loss of cooling water, due to a leak or power failure could cause an explosion that
would contaminate most of southeastern Massachusetts for a long time—decades at least. Chernobyl is still a
dead zone—that was 1986.
• Pilgrim is built at sea-level, on the coast, in an area extremely vulnerable to sea-level rise, storm surge, and
warming temperatures. No amount of denial can overcome the simple fact that the facility is likely to be
inundated before its extended license expires in 2032. This will cause major problems.
• Massachusetts uses nuclear power as part of the grid supplied energy that is cheap only because it is
subsidized. We should not subsidize nuclear power when we cannot control its dangers—and we cannot.
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Any argument to the contrary is, at best, blind hubris. We cannot store and contain the waste for the tens of
thousands of years it will continue to be dangerously radioactive. It is not ethical to burden future
generations with this risk for the sake of running our TVs, optional lights and convenient energy hogs.
Conservation alone could replace the perceived need for nuclear power. We could go on—but let’s just say:
UnPlug Pilgrim! And let’s work hard to innovate our way to a future full of potential, health, hope and good
will toward all, especially the generations that follow.

Jones River Landing
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
Life at the Landing was relatively quiet this year—although we maintained a constant stream of regular
activities, and it was the launching pad for all of our programs—so “relatively” is the operating word.
It was not slow!
The Cranberry Revolution is happening at Cranberry Watershed Preserve (CWP) and Jones
River Landing. While we can’t claim any stunning bumper crops, we can say that our hand harvested
cranberries from Revival Bog rival the best on earth. We have them fresh, frozen, and in juice. We are
developing relationships with food coops, and challenging our ingenuity to develop new products. We are
the community volunteers from Silver Lake Regional High School, JRWA, and Peggy Gallagher the
beekeeper. We had about 20 volunteers this year, pulling weeds, scooping, sorting and selling. We want to
thank Carter Cranberry (“No berry left behind”) for their generous and last minute loan of their antique
Hayden Cranberry Separator, and especially the Town of Kingston Conservation Commission, which
allowed us to work on the town’s land, as well as the Highway Dept., which pitched in to mow around the
edges. All in all, we love reviving cranberries on the Cranberry Watershed Preserve, and hope that we can
sustain this effort in years to come. There is a lot of work to do, and a tremendous asset to save. Think of
this: on one acre of cranberry bog, adjacent to Howard Brook Reservoir, a mere stone’s throw from the
athletic fields, is the potential for a $30,000 annual crop. Not only can this harvest fund creativity at the
Horticulture and Culinary Departments at Silver Lake, but also the Biology Dept., and the Mechanics Dept.
Think about a little wind turbine up there driving the water and some solar packs on the side, making a more
interesting cross-country tour and innovative opportunity to support your kidneys and your good health.
We would love to continue, and for you to join us!
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The Shallop

This year, the Mass Bay Maritime Artisans had two goals; focus on completing the
restoration of the 1924 era Duxbury Duck, (Merry Wing), and articulate a plan for moving the maritime
programming forward to become a self-supporting, staff run entity that will mesh with and further the
ongoing work of the Landing. The first goal was more straightforward and attainable than the second.
Briefly, a local sailor donated the Duxbury Duck five years ago. He provided the vessel, built by George
Shiverick, in about 1928 and the funds to pay for materials for the restoration, as the project moves along. A
very dedicated core of volunteers have been laboring on the restoration almost every Wednesday evening, in
all seasons, for two hours a night over the past five years. Many of the volunteers arrived with little practical
boat building experience but all had a sincere interest in
learning the skills necessary to see the project through.
In the span of five years, volunteers have come and gone.
On any given Wednesday evening, there could be as few as
three to four or as many as ten to twelve people working
away in the old Shiverick boat shop. Although only a few
have been connected with the project from the start, what
has remained a constant these past five years is the good
humor, good stories and good work these volunteers bring
to the Jones River Landing. If we attempted to put a dollar
value on the labor these volunteers have provided, the
price of the finished boat would be staggering.
Another incalculable value the volunteers provide is the
word of mouth goodwill to the Landing. Every single
person who has spent time at the Landing never fails to
mention, to people far and wide, the good work going on
Wednesday evenings in the shop and every day at the
Jones River Landing.
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It is a pleasure to announce that after five years of steady work we will be launching the newly restored boat
into the Jones River in June of 2013. Watch the website and your e-mail for more specific information. The
Landing plans to keep the Merry Wing for the use of aspiring sailors, and restore the ole time spirit to
Kingston Bay and Jones River. While we celebrate reaching this milestone we have also made strides in our
second goal of constructing a long-range plan of sustainability for the Maritime Artisans.
The MBMA goal is to preserve and continue the unbroken link with our maritime past. Its mission is to
provide a course to reconnect the residents of contemporary coastal Massachusetts to their environment
through boatbuilding, recreation and ecology. Over the
course of the next five years the Jones River Landing
MBMA will progress from a part time, loose collection
of lectures, workshops and outreach programs begun
in 2005 to a more full time operation. By employing a
director and an assistant to create and oversee
maritime programming in the historic Shiverick boat
shop on the Jones River, we will advance the cultural
knowledge and stewardship of the riverine and
adjacent Cape Cod Bay environments with adults,
children, and students of all ages.

Bay Farm Montessori class

Programming will include:
• Winter lecture series on boats, boatbuilding, and skills
• Outdoor recreation programs, including sailing, rowing,
navigation, ecology, and fishing
• Kingston Lobsterboat workshop series for all ages
• School presentations and group visits to the landing for
hands-on learning opportunities (Montessori & others)
• Summer camp week-long programs for children built
around maritime activities
• Restoration projects related to our historic location
(Shiverick launch)
• Survey work (maritime trades)
• Archeology exploration along the river (Water Snake)
The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics continue to be generous donors to the MBMA. Their contribution
of $5,000 allowed us to purchase a new 22” surface planer this year (above). This beautiful and necessary
piece of equipment will help us realize a long range goal of building a replica Kingston Lobsterboat on the site
where so many of these historic watercraft were produced over a century ago.
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Events & Volunteer Efforts … Volunteers continue to keep the Landing improvements (and
repairs) going. There would be no facility without the generosity of so many who offer their talents and time
to pitch in for our various events and programs. Indeed, the Landing is what we make it together.
Our annual Mardi Gras Benefit (pictured) raised $625 each for Jones
River Landing, the Community Center of St. Bernard (CCSTB) who
provide community support in New Orleans WWW.CCSTB.ORG, and
Containers2Clinics (C2C) who provide medical relief in Haiti
WWW.CONTAINERS2CLINICS.ORG. We spent our share of the fund on
repairs, and the new porch enclosure to further insulate the Landing
and improve the space. Mardi Gras is back February 9 at Jones River
Trading! Get your tickets at the Landing or online:
WWW.JONESRIVER.ORG.
The Landing also hosted regular meetings of the Wind Sun Institute and the Pilgrim Coalition for planning
and organizing; the annual meeting of the Plymouth County Beekeepers Association; meetings for our
neighbors on Landing Road to make recommendations to the town to control traffic speed; gathering and
Anchor tour of the Bay Circuit Trails new overseers, the Appalachian Mountain Club and Trustees of
Reservations; visits by state and Federal agencies, and meetings for ecology planning.
“Vibes” regulars play at the Shallop event

Jones River Landing’s Boatshop Director and Mayflower
Captain, Peter Arenstam sailed the reproduction Pilgrim
Shallop over from Plymouth to help celebrate our maritime
history for Jones River Independence Day in July. Volunteers
and donors to the Landing met the Shallop at the mouth of the
river and helped row the boat the one and a half miles up the
winding river to the celebration at the Landing. Regulars from
our Thursday night music jam (“Vibes on the River”)
provided outside entertainment for the event. These weekly,
free-form, free-for-all jams are garnering a steady following of local talent and fans—join us in the Landing’s
back room after 7pm on Thursdays to participate, or just come to relax, cozy up by the fire and listen.
Thanks to Chris Madsen who not only leads the Thursdays night jams, but lends his carpentry skills to make
critical improvements to the buildings; and to Jon Daley and Steve Woll, who keep the rain more out than in
with annual repairs to the shed roof, and help with winterizing boats, and just about anything they see needs
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doing. Thanks to the lumberjacks for the wood supply, and to our short order chef and “snow plow King,”
Gary, whose help is like that of an angel swooping in at night to make things right.
Robert A. Mulliken Environmental Scholarship Trust (RAMEST) intern Steve Thomas worked on invasive
plant control at the Landing, Holmes/Watson, and CWP Revival Bog, and on keeping up the painting at the
Landing and our small boats. Steve also photographed the return of the Shallop.
We are so glad that the Silver Lake high school community service team Julie Bonney, Robyn Kincaid, and
Jean McKenna organize the student volunteers to join us every summer for a big press on all those jobs that
are too big for a few hands. It is such a great boost to have the spirit of the young around and their
willingness to do everything is proof enough that the future will be in good hands—so we need to leave them
something to work with!
It is with enormous sadness that we honor the passing, over Christmas, of one of our most loyal and talented
contributors, Jimmy Coffey. Jimmy (once known as “Shorty,” but insisted, no longer) has been coming to
the Landing since very early in our time here. He finished the bathrooms and office at the Landing. He
brought his splitter down (with friends to help) to make sure we were set with fuel for the winter; he repaired
motors, when no one else could; and he made me laugh. We will miss his gentle and kind spirit, his
generosity of purpose, and his reliable support.
Thank you to the people who routinely contribute to the herring count, the potlucks, the boatbuilding, Mardi
Gras, and other events at the Landing; who make them high spirited and successful and keep progress in the
right direction. Know that the Landing is what we make it—and if you have something you want to do that
fits with our mission, please don’t hesitate to mention it.

Climate Change Update
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Hurricane Sandy missed us by a hair. Yes, we flooded in the buildings, but not as much as the flooding
months before, so we were well prepared and had only minor damage to our sign. Timing is everything, and
we were spared mostly because the worst of the storm hit at low tide, where those to the south of us were not
so lucky. There is a video everyone should see of NASA scientist Dr. James Hansen talk before the
International Trade Union Roundtable on October 10-12, 2012 in NYC, about three weeks before Sandy.
While we are not advocating for Dr. Hansen’s “fossil fuel fund,” you can find his very sobering talk on
YouTube here: HTTP://J.MP/CLIMATE-CRISIS
Our work at the Landing this year will include efforts to get a grip on what climate change and sea-level rise
will mean to our region, and set a time table for adapting to that change here. Please come by the Landing.
May the tide be with you in 2013!
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2012 Financial Summary
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INCOME

JRWA

JRL

Combined

Donations
—
$1,825.09
$1,825.09
River Store Sales
—
$420.00
$420.00
Paper Recycling
—
$50.10
$50.10
Program (Ecology, Education & MBMA)
$1,422.50
$1,450.00
$2,872.50
Events
—
$4,883.14
$4,883.14
Reimbursed Expenses
—
$325.12
$325.12
Membership
$11,316.00
$1,991.25
$13,307.25
Rentals
—
$300.00
$300.00
Grants (JR Fish Passage, Tussock Brook, Cape Cod Bay)
$77,963.50
—
$77,963.50
Individual Grants, Pledges & Other Contributions
$31,064.00
$3,800.00
$34,864.00
Interest Income
$39.45
$5.38
$44.83
Total Income***
$121,805.45
$15,050.08
$136,855.53
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EXPENSES

JRWA

JRL

Combined

Licenses & Permits (Administrative, not Environmental)
Events (food & hospitality for Programs)
Liability Insurance
Unemployment Insurance (+Worker's comp & Disability)
CCBW Office Insurance
Program Travel (gas & transportation)
Office Supplies (consumable)
Administration & Program Support
Health Benefit & Reimbursement
Postage & Delivery
Fundraising Expense
Printing & Reproduction
Professional (Accounting Fees)
Professional (Legal Fees)
Professional (Signage, Graphics & Web Design)
Program Expenses (other)
Program Personnel
Dues & Subscriptions
Wapping Rd Dam (Engineering, Historic, Construction)
Building Repairs (Labor, Canvas siding, Tools, Paint)
Program Materials & Supplies
Program Equipment & Rental
Utilities (Water, Sewer, Electric)
Telephone & DSL

$162.00

$35.00

$197.00

$293.00

$3,603.47

$3,896.47

$3,304.00

—

$3,304.00

$1,914.00

—

$1,914.00

$480.00

—

$480.00

$1,050.73

—

$1,050.73

$1,125.53

—

$1,125.53

$64,840.00

—

$64,840.00

$3,680.00

—

$3,680.00

$653.29

—

$653.29

$563.94

—

$563.94

$1,320.36

—

$1,320.36

$4,355.04

$108.47

$4,463.51

$2,380.00

—

$2,380.00

$3,385.00

$150.00

$3,535.00

$3,967.13

—

$3,967.13

$25,550.00

$9,776.25

$35,326.25

$50.00

—

$50.00

$15,383.34

—

$15,383.34

$32.98

$2,445.14

$2,478.12

—

$415.36

$415.36

$511.25

$63.94

$575.19

$53.00

$1,709.01

$1,762.01

$724.48

$546.73

$1,271.21
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EXPENSES (continued)

JRWA

JRL

Combined

Bank Fees
$5.00
—
$5.00
Donations from Fundraising to CCSTB & C2C
—
$1,250.00
$1,250.00
Total Expense 2012***
$135,784.07
$20,103.37
$155,887.44
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
Total Income 2012
$121,805.45
$15,050.08
$136,855.53
Total Expense 2012
($135,784.07) ($20,103.37)
($155,887.44)
Expenses Over Income
($13,978.62)
($5,053.29)
($19,031.91)
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

Grants included in the above Income

JRWA

JRL

Combined

Island Foundation (Cape Cod Bay Watch Campaign)
$10,000.00
—
—
Sheehan Family Foundation (Operating Expenses)
$5,000.00
—
—
Individual Grants (Cape Cod Bay Watch)
$47,000.00
—
—
MA Environmental Trust (Tussock Brook, 2012)
$5,617.50
—
—
MA Environmental Trust (Forge Pond Dam, 2013)
$20,076.00
—
—
Patagonia (Fish Restoration, Cape Cod Bay to Silver Lake)
$7,000.00
—
—
Total Grant Support for Projects/Programs
$94,693.50
—
—
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
Remaining Balance on Property Acquisition Loan
Estimated Loan Balance w/ Matching Grant
—
$74,201.17
—
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
***Estimates Only: Subject To Accountants’ Review — The Income and expenditures reflected above support the mission of
Jones River Watershed Association and Jones River Landing Environmental Heritage Center to protect and improve the quality of
the water and natural resources in Southeastern Massachusetts for present and future generations, while cultivating a community
spirit and effective stewardship of our global environment through programs and activities—including land conservation,
education, science, ecology, recreation, boatbuilding, maritime heritage, and community engagement.

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

State of the Web

Our website is currently undergoing a much-needed makeover. New and improved features,
more content, more pictures, and major design updates will be launching soon!
Follow us around the web …
TWITTER — @jrlanding
FACEBOOK — JonesRiverLanding
YOUTUBE — JonesRiverEcology
… and stay tuned …

www.jonesriver.org
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